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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected many aspects of human life. The pandemic not only
caused millions of fatalities and problems but also changed public sentiment and behavior.
Owing to the magnitude of this pandemic, governments worldwide adopted full lockdown
measures that attracted much discussion on social media platforms. To investigate the effects
of these lockdown measures, this study performed sentiment analysis and latent Dirichlet
allocation topic modeling on textual data from Twitter published during the three lockdown
waves in Malaysia between 2020 and 2021. Three lockdown measures were identified, the
related data for the first two weeks of each lockdown were collected and analysed to
understand the public sentiment. The changes between these lockdowns were identified, and
the latent topics were highlighted. Most of the public sentiment focused on the first lockdown
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as reflected in the large number of latent topics generated during this period. The overall
sentiment for each lockdown was mostly positive, followed by neutral and then negative.
Topic modelling results identified staying at home, quarantine and lockdown as the main
aspects of discussion for the first lockdown, whilst importance of health measures and
government efforts were the main aspects for the second and third lockdowns. Governments
may utilise these findings to understand public sentiment and to formulate precautionary
measures that can assure the safety of their citizens and tend to their most pressing problems.
These results also highlight the importance of positive messaging during difficult times,
establishing digital interventions and formulating new policies to improve the reaction of the
public to emergency situations.

Keywords: COVID-19, Lockdown, Misinformation, Sentiment analysis, Topic modeling.

1. Introduction

SARS-COV-2, mostly known as COVID-19, is a contagious disease that originated in China
and spread worldwide [1] before being officially declared a pandemic by the World Health
Organization in March 2020 [2]. As of November 2021, the virus has claimed more than
5,195,354 lives [3]. The COVID-19 pandemic raised not an only public concern and claimed
many lives similar to any primary infectious disease but also brought devastating economic [4],
social [5], and health [6] consequences across the globe [7]. Given its highly infectious nature,
COVID-19 has driven people from living, traveling, working, and engaging in social
interactions to being locked up inside their homes due to the fear and anxiety of losing their
lives [8]. The initially detected viral strain in China even underwent genetic mutations to
create new and more transmissible variants, including but not limited to alpha, beta, gamma,
delta and omicron. With the continuous emergence of these variants, people are not expected
to return to their pre-pandemic lifestyles anytime soon. To control the pandemic, countries
worldwide are racing against time to vaccinate the majority of their population [9]. Before the
introduction of these vaccines, governments of these countries adopted cost-effective
measures, such as enforcing social distancing, implementing movement control orders (MCO,
in the case of Malaysia) [10], and limiting social gatherings to essential businesses [11]. To
force people to stay inside their homes, some governments even started filing criminal charges
against those who go against their COVID-19 response measures [12], especially in total
lockdowns [13] during which people are not allowed to leave their premises [14] (except when
they need to attend to essential matters) and non-essential services are not permitted to operate
[15]. No other event in recent history has pressured people to stay inside their homes and stop
living their usual lives [16]. The implementation of MCO measures in Malaysia has had
devastating consequences on people's mental health [17], with many scientific works reporting
an increased prevalence of anxiety, depression, and psychological distress during the
COVID-19 pandemic [18]. In 2020, Malaysia gradually lifted its MCO restrictions upon
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noticing downward trends in its number of infections [19]. However, the number of infections
gradually increased again in the following year, to which the Malaysian government
responded by adopting less rigorous strategies. However, as the number of cases skyrocketed,
the government implemented a second lockdown known as MCO.2 [18]. While the Malaysian
economy started to recover at the beginning of 2021 as vaccination programmes rolled out and
people started leaving their homes again, other countries were experiencing new infections as
new variants of the COVID-19 virus emerged [20]. These countries were forced to shut down
again, which received much criticism from their citizens. While favored by others, some
segments of the population opposed lockdowns due to specific issues, such as unemployment,
frustration, and depression [21],[22].
Consequently, many people retreated to online platforms, such as Twitter, Reddit and
Facebook, to voice out their feelings and opinions about the continuous implementation of
lockdown measures [23]. As of date, millions of opinions about lockdowns have been shared
and discussed online (i.e. Twitter users send approximately 500 million tweets about the
pandemic daily) [24]. The pandemic also encouraged the spread of misinformation on these
platforms, hence necessitating the introduction of rapid analytical tools for interpreting and
analysing the flow of information, the evolution of mass opinion in different pandemic
scenarios and their associated main topics. To measure online public sentiment, researchers
have adopted computer science tools that deal with the language and text in social media posts,
with natural language processing (NLP) being the most commonly used tool [25]. This study
seeks to understand public sentiment and opinion regarding continuous COVID-19 lockdown
measures (i.e. more than two lockdowns) by using data from Twitter. This work investigates
the public sentiment exhibited in social media discussions and determines whether these
sentiments reflect the general public sentiment towards lockdown measures. This study not
only offers novel insights into the general public sentiment but also provides relevant
guidelines and policies that facilitate the implementation of intervention measures and the
decision making of public health officials for similar situations that may arise in the future.
The goals of this research are as follows:
•
•
•

to analyze public sentiment towards continuous lockdown measures by
performing sentiment analysis of public tweets;
to determine whether public sentiment changed during the first weeks of each
lockdown; and
to identify the most pressing issues associated with these lockdown measures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the works related to
sentiment analysis and COVID-19 lockdown measures. Section 3 discusses the proposed
research and the case study for the data collection and analysis. Section 4 presents the results
and discussion. Section 5 conducts a combined analysis. Section 6 outlines the topic modeling
results. Section 7 concludes the paper and proposes directions for future research.

2. Related Works
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a branch of NLP in which people's
opinions, emotions, and feelings about a particular subject are extracted from their social
media interactions [26]. These interactions are presented in written posts or texts and assigned
a polarity value (i.e., positive, negative, or neutral) [27]. Given the importance of public
sentiment in determining which interventions and policies need to be delivered, sentiment
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analysis has become an emerging topic in many research areas. It has even attracted scientific,
social, and commercial applications [28]. Accordingly, sentiment analysis has received
significant research interest in recent years and has been integrated into other technology areas,
including machine learning (ML) [29], topic modeling [30], and emotion analysis [31]. This
technique has also been used to analyze trending topics, such as the COVID-19 pandemic [1]
and vaccine hesitancy [32]. Many studies have applied sentiment analysis to explore topics
related to COVID-19. For instance, Manguri et al. [33] applied sentiment analysis on
COVID-19-related tweets published worldwide during the onset of the pandemic in early 2020.
They crawled more than 530,232 tweets using the official Twitter API and the Tweepy library
of Python. They then identified both the polarity of sentiment and the subjectivity of tweets
using the TextBlob library. They detected high polarity in more than half these tweets with a
high objectivity ratio and concluded that the reactions of people to the pandemic varied daily
as reflected not only in their increased social media interactions but also in the sentiments
expressed in their tweets. Garcia and Berton [34] Applied sentiment analysis and topic
identification on COVID-19-related tweets published in the US and Brazil by collecting more
than 3,000,000 tweets in English and Portuguese using the official Twitter API. They also
explored the main content or topics of these two groups of tweets and found that 7 out of 10
topics generated were consistent across both countries. Most of these topics were associated
with healthcare, case reports and daily statistics. Sharma and Sharma [35] Performed
sentiment analysis to understand the online behaviors of people while they were locked inside
their homes. They found that many of these people developed suicidal tendencies and
boredom, necessitating an analysis of their psychology and sentiments to stop them from
taking extreme decisions, such as their lives. They extracted 3,000 tweets and performed an
unsupervised signature-based sentiment analysis to identify the associated emotions.
Afterwards, they categorised the activities of people in accordance with the extracted emotions
and then used their findings to detect depression and psychological states resulting from
lockdowns and to help authorities reach out to those Twitter users who demonstrate extreme
mental states. Kaur et al. [36] Explored how leaders made use of emotions portrayed in social
media during the COVID-19 pandemic, especially with respect to public dissemination of
knowledge. They identified different emotions by applying NRC-based sentiment analysis on
12,128 lockdown-related tweets addressed to different Indian political leaders. They revealed
that most users were generally confident in the guidelines issued or communicated by their
governments. These findings can help leaders improve their online communication by
considering the emotions presented in social media posts. Mittal et al. [37] Crawled tweets to
assess the coping behaviors and reactions of social media users worldwide during their first
few days in lockdown. Their sentiment analysis showed that most Twitter users had positive
sentiments toward the potential of lockdowns in curbing the spread of COVID-19 and
preventing further deaths. They also found that some people managed to keep themselves
engaged and entertained during these lockdowns. In contrast, others were merely fence-sitters
whose opinions and emotions could swing either way depending on how the pandemic
progressed and on the actions adopted by their governments. Perlstein and Verboord [38] Used
sentiment analysis to examine how people from Northern European countries addressed their
authorities concerning the initial stages of their COVID-19 lockdowns. They also used topic
modeling to identify the prevalent Twitter discourses in each country during different phases
of lockdowns. They crawled 100,000 tweets from each country between 27-1-2020 and
25-4-2020. They identified some interesting topics related to clear, comprehensive, and timely
communication about the pandemic and the deliberations surrounding the coping strategies of
various governments. These findings may be useful for policymakers and authorities in
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high-trust countries during epidemics. Gupta et al. [39] Applied sentiment analysis on the
Twitter posts of Indian users related to the enforcement of lockdown measures by the Indian
government. They used ML classifiers on 12,741 tweets collected from 5-4-2020 to 17-4-2020
during the second phase of lockdowns in India and then annotated these data using the
TextBlob and VADER lexicons. They found that the majority of Indian citizens support the
lockdown implemented by their government. These findings highlight the importance of
analysing tweets before and after a lockdown to understand the changes in public sentiment
and the consequences of lockdown measures. The aforementioned papers highlight the
usefulness of sentiment analysis in making decisions during difficult times. Sentiment analysis
not only assists governments in formulating and executing their strategies but also identifies
the main issues under discussion and the potential countermeasures. However, most studies
that use sentiment analysis are focused on European countries, with very few focusing on
Asian countries. To the best of our knowledge, no study in Malaysia has attempted to use
sentiment analysis in understanding public reactions towards the three waves of lockdowns
implemented in the country. Results of such sentiment analysis will undoubtedly generate
different sentiments and topics of interest. Therefore, this research explores the public
sentiment about the three phases of lockdowns in Malaysia and compares the reactions of
people who support and reject such measures. The findings of this work can help governments
identify those countermeasures that can be taken in case of future pandemics.

3. Proposed Approach
This study was divided into four phases, namely, (1) data collection, (2) preprocessing, (3)
sentiment analysis, and (4) topic modeling, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
2nd Phase; Preprocessing

1st Phase; Data Collection
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“i am
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Fig. 1. Proposed Approach
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3.1 Data Collection
The main concern of data scientists relates to the availability of datasets for the data collection
process. In sentiment analysis, fetching data from social media requires exploring the
available tools for extracting the most relevant data. To investigate public perception and
sentiment regarding different waves of COVID-19 lockdowns, this study collected related
data from Twitter using the Twint project tool, which was designed and written in Python as a
substitute to the official Twitter API, hence allowing users to scrape tweets and other historical
information [40]. Twint was selected instead of the official Twitter API because, apart from
requiring a license from Twitter, the latter can only extract a limited number of tweets and
often consumes much time. Twint was eventually selected given its advantages and tweet
crawling capability. The retrieved dataset contained more than 3,000,000 tweets published
across three periods of lockdowns in Malaysia from March 2020 to November 2021. Several
keywords were used to obtain relevant tweets, including ‘Movement Control’,’ ‘MCO’,
‘MCO 2.0’, and ‘MCO 3.0’. After the data collection, various elements were extracted from
the collected tweets apart from their texts, including tweet ID, tweet date, language, and
hashtags. These were saved as comma-separated values for the analysis. The collected data
were preprocessed as described in the following section before the analysis.
3.2 Preprocessing
In this research, preprocessing is an essential step that needs to be completed before
performing sentiment analysis and applying topic modeling techniques to increase the
effectiveness of the whole process. Several aspects of the raw data need to be considered.
Some aspects involve removing or converting elements into a specific form suitable for further
processing. Various Python tools and libraries were used, including (1) the Pandas-Python
Data Analysis Library and (2) the Python NLP toolkit. For the Pandas preprocessing, the
relevant variables included (1) the actual text in tweets, (2) the language of tweets, and (3)
tweet ID. Language filtering was then applied to the 3,000,000 collected tweets to extract only
those written in the English language for the next stage. For the Python NLP toolkit
preprocessing, the following tasks were applied to prepare the data for the sentiment analysis
and topic modeling:
• Lower Case: Any upper case letter in the text was converted into small letters to
reduce the complexity of the analysis. Table 1 presents an example.
Table 1. Sample Lower case Preprocessing
Before
After
“He Must be a Very Good Person” “he must be a very good person.”

• Links Removal; All links associated with a tweet, such as HTML tags,
punctuations, special characters, URLs, and numbers, were removed. They are not
essential to the text for sentiment analysis and topic modeling. Table 2 presents an
example.
Table 2. Sample Links Removal
Before
After
“So Bad. I hate to be continuously LOCKED, It is Driving “so bad i hate to be continuously locked, it
me Crazy https://twitter.com/1300069100882857984”
is driving me crazy.”
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• Emojis Removal: The tweets' emojis were removed because Python could not
filter emojis as pictures. The tweets were cleaned and filtered using their
identifiers. Table 3 presents an example.
•
Table 3. Sample Emojis Removal
Before
After
“this lockdown is really funny 😁😁😁😁😁😁” “this lockdown is really funny”

• Lemmatization: Words were converted into their word roots by removing their
suffixes and affixes. This process aims to create meaningful forms of these words
known as lemmas. For example, ‘going’ was lemmatized as ‘go’. This process
was applied across the entire dataset.
• Stop Words Removal: Each language has different stop words (e.g., articles,
prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions), which are often used to connect
sentences but do not present any valuable significance in lexicon-based sentiment
analysis (i.e., stop words do not add much information to the text about a
particular topic). Therefore, these words should be removed. Some examples
contain words in the English language, including ‘is’, ‘a’, ‘an’, and ‘the’.
3.3 Sentiment Analysis
After data preprocessing, sentiment analysis was applied to the cleaned data. According to
Alamoodi et al. [1], sentiment analysis approaches can be categorized into (1) lexicon-based,
(2) ML-based, and (3) hybrid. The first approach applies semantic orientation dictionaries that
map words to subjectivity scores, and these scores are added up to determine the overall
sentiment for a given input. The sentiment output is usually assigned a polarity score ranging
between -1 and +1, where -1 is the highest score for negative sentiment, +1 is the highest score
for positive sentiment, and 0 indicates neutral sentiment. Any score between 0 and 1 indicates
polarity intensity, either positive or negative. A score closer to 1 corresponds to a stronger
intensity, and vice versa. The ML-based approach classifies and predicts sentiment using ML
techniques, including deep learning and algorithms. ML models are fed with training and
testing datasets that need to be annotated with targets using manual processes, ML techniques,
or other means. Hybrid sentiment analysis integrates the above approaches for polarity score
identification and machine classification. The lexicon-based approach was used in this study
to establish a global perspective of public sentiment toward continuous lockdown measures.
Specifically, sentiment analysis was conducted using TextBlob, a well-known lexicon-based
technique frequently used in previous studies [41] for different NLP tasks, including sentiment
analysis, part-of-speech tagging, and classification, noun phrase extraction, and tokenization
[42]. TextBlob uses a predefined dictionary to classify positive and negative words quickly
and efficiently [43] by returning either a polarity or subjectivity score. The subjectivity score
indicates the degree of personal opinion presented in a text. A score closer to 0 shows a more
objective view, whereas a score closer to 1 indicates a more subjective view.
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3.4 Topic Modelling
Topic modelling techniques extract hidden topics from large datasets. These techniques have
been extensively used in sentiment analysis and ML research [44], given the increasing
popularity of social media platforms containing texts on unorganised topics that need to be
shaped into proper information for different purposes, such as making decisions and
understanding public opinion sentiment. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) was applied in this
study for topic modeling. This technique allows sets of observations to be explained by
unobserved groups that define why some parts of the data are similar [45]. Fig. 2 illustrates the
LDA process.

Fig. 1. LDA Topic Modelling

LDA assumes that documents with similar topics use similar terms and that topics demonstrate
a sparse Dirichlet distribution. LDA calculates the proportion of words in a document assigned
to a specific topic and then determines the proportion of words assigned to a topic across all
documents. These topics are then qualitatively analyzed to confirm their related content. In
this study, sentiment analysis and topic modelling were applied on those tweets published
during the first two weeks of each lockdown in Malaysia to check for any significant changes
in the sentiment or topics discussed during the three lockdown waves.

4. Experiments on Sentiment Analysis
Several experiments were conducted to analyze public sentiment across the three waves of
lockdowns in Malaysia. The first two weeks of each lockdown were deemed sufficient for
determining public sentiment towards the measures implemented by the government because
each time a significant incident occurs, people demonstrate the most strong reactions to such
actions during the first few days of their implementation. Each of the three lockdowns in
Malaysia was analyzed separately and compared with the other two in the following
subsections.
4.1 First Lockdown
MCO.1 occurred from 18-3-2020 to 3-5-2020. Results of the sentiment analysis for the first
two weeks of MCO.1 are summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4. First Lockdown Statistics.
Positive
Negative
Period
Total
Total Mean Variance Total Mean Variance
Day 1
9 449 4 535 0.324 0.046
1 457 -0.227 0.038
Day 2
11 023 5 208 0.325 0.046
1 756 -0.222 0.037
Day 3
46 208 21 293 0.295 0.044
9 623 -0.231 0.042
Day 4
71 401 32 889 0.304 0.046 14 075 -0.228 0.041
Day 5
78 805 37 022 0.316 0.048 14 820 -0.234 0.039
Day 6
42 603 20 369 0.309 0.046
7 324 -0.225 0.038
Day 7
38 661 19 189 0.315 0.046
6 452 -0.218 0.037
MCO 1 (W1) 298 150 140 505 0.310 0.046 55 507 -0.228 0.039
Day 8
30 250 15 225 0.327 0.0485 4 652 -0.218 0.037
Day 9
28 355 14 497 0.330 0.047
4 290 -0.216 0.036
Day 10
26 811 13 748 0.328 0.046
4 013 -0.227 0.039
Day 11
21 344 10 504 0.330 0.048
3 291 -0.223 0.035
Day 12
16 091 7 991 0.328 0.048
2 469 -0.218 0.035
Day 13
26 359 13 015 0.330 0.048
4 053 -0.214 0.033
Day 14
51 321 25 241 0.330 0.047
8 093 -0.226 0.037
MCO 1 (W2) 200 531 100 221 0.329 0.047 30 861 -0.221 0.036

Neutral
Total
3 457
4 059
15 292
24 437
26 963
14 910
13 020
102 138
10 373
9 568
9 050
7 549
5 631
9 291
17 987
69 449
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Subjectivity Score
Mean Variance
0.358
0.095
0.356
0.096
0.381
0.094
0.369
0.094
0.376
0.098
0.370
0.095
0.377
0.093
0.373
0.095
0.374
0.095
0.373
0.094
0.381
0.094
0.367
0.097
0.365
0.095
0.366
0.095
0.368
0.096
0.371
0.095

Table 4 clearly shows that positive polarity dominates the first two weeks of MCO.1.
Statistics for the first week show that amongst the 298,150 published tweets, positive
sentiment dominated with a 47.12% ratio, with 0.310 mean and 0.046 variance, followed by
neutral sentiment with a 34.25% ratio (n=102,138) and negative sentiment with an 18.61%
ratio (n=55,507), -0.228 mean and 0.039 variance. The sentiment subjectivity for the first
week of MCO.1 had a 0.373 mean and 0.095 variance. In absolute numbers, most of the
sentiment in the first week was reported on day 5 (22-3-2020), indicating that people have
started to realize the pandemic and its impact during this period. However, subjectivity was
mostly observed on day 7 with a 0.377 mean. The sentiment in the second week of MCO.1
(n=200,531) was less than that in the first week, but positive polarity again dominated with a
49.97% ratio (n=100,221), 0.329 mean, and 0.047 variance. Neutral sentiment had a 34.63%
ratio (n=69,449), followed by negative sentiment (n=30,861) with -0.221 mean and 0.036
variance. The sentiment subjectivity for the second week had 0.371 mean and 0.095 variance.
In absolute numbers, most of the sentiment in the second week was reported on day 7
(31-3-2021), but subjectivity was mostly observed on day 3 (27-3-2021) with an average score
of 0.381. Although most tweets were published during the first week of MCO.1, the ratio of
positive sentiment in the second week increased from 47.12% to 49.97%, indicating that
people reacted to and accepted the lockdown. These findings were also confirmed by the ratio
of negative sentiment, which decreased from 18.61% to 15.38% during the second week.
These findings indicate that people were generally in favour of MCO.1. Fig. 3 plots the
polarity scores and sentiment ratios over time.
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Fig. 2. MCO.1 polarity versus day. Polarity is presented on the y-axis, and the day is shown on the
x-axis. The blue circles indicate the data points. The size of these circles indicates the number of tweets
published during that period. Precisely, a larger circle corresponds to a more significant number of
tweets. The red line indicates the rolling mean polarity calculations, and the expanding mean polarity
calculations are represented by the yellow line.

Fig. 3 shows that public sentiment is mainly concentrated on days 5 and 7 during the first and
second weeks of MCO.1, respectively. Polarity was mostly positive between (0.05, 0.20).
Positive sentiment was concentrated between (0.05, 0.15) on both days. Meanwhile, the
rolling mean fluctuated between (0.06, 0.017) on days 1 and 2, maintained between (0.10,
0.15) on day 3, decreased to (0.06) on days 4 and 5, and then fluctuated between (0.09) on day
six and (0.12) on day 7. Expanding mean polarity calculations fluctuated between (0.11, 0.12)
across the entire week.
4.2 Second Lockdown
MCO.2 was implemented at the beginning of 2021, with the first two weeks covering
13-1-2021 to 26-1-2021. Table 5 presents the statistics for these two weeks.
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Period
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
MCO 2 (W1)
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14
MCO 2 (W2)

Total

Total
1 499 724
1 488 717
1 390 664
1 126 525
831 354
920 410
1 175 529
8 429 3923
944 428
1 007 471
975 452
984 503
2 020 971
1 689 797
1 340 638
8 959 4260
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Table 5. Second Lockdown Statistics.
Positive
Negative
Neutral Subjectivity Score
Mean Variance Total Mean Variance Total Mean Variance
0.324 0.040
243 -0.206 0.032
532 0.372
0.088
0.317 0.046
230 -0.224 0.037
541 0.358
0.091
0.330 0.043
209 -0.232 0.042
517 0.361
0.093
0.308 0.041
163 -0.247 0.053
438 0.369
0.097
0.343 0.056
132 -0.204 0.029
345 0.335
0.101
0.338 0.047
115 -0.227 0.044
395 0.337
0.102
0.321 0.050
177 -0.217 0.044
469 0.341
0.097
0.324 0.045 1 269 -0.222 0.040
3 237 0.356
0.095
0.324 0.052
111 -0.244 0.060
405 0.341
0.103
0.333 0.047
116 -0.237 0.053
420 0.355
0.103
0.332 0.045
138 -0.195 0.029
385 0.341
0.093
0.363 0.055
118 -0.209 0.032
363 0.370
0.098
0.336 0.054
372 -0.232 0.041
677 0.388
0.098
0.330 0.049
288 -0.241 0.041
604 0.379
0.097
0.324 0.049
235 -0.232 0.035
467 0.373
0.091
0.334 0.051 1 378 -0.230 0.041
3 321 0.368
0.098

For the first week of MCO.2, the highest number of tweets was recorded on day 1 (n=1,499),
the majority of which had positive sentiment (n=727), followed by neutral (n=532) and
negative (n=243). Positive sentiment had 0.324 mean and 0.040 variance, whereas negative
sentiment had -0.206 mean and 0.032 variance. Unlike in MCO.1, day 5 of MCO.2 had the
lowest number of tweets (n=831). The positive sentiment on day five also had the highest
mean (0.343) and variance (0.343). Sentiment subjectivity reported the highest mean (0.372)
and variance (0.088) on day one, given the many tweets published on this date. Meanwhile, the
second week of MCO.2 had more tweets and higher sentiment than the first week. Day 5
(24-1-2021) had the highest number of tweets (n=2,020), most of which had positive
sentiment (n=971) with a mean of 0.336 and variance of 0.054, followed by neutral (n=677)
and negative (n=372) with a mean of -0.232 and variance of 0.04. The lowest number of
tweets was published on day 3 (22-1-2021), and the highest subjectivity was observed on day 5,
with a mean of 0.388. Meanwhile, the highest sentiment was reported on day 1, linked to the
previous experience recorded in MCO.1. Both neutral and negative tweets maintained their
order in people's sentiment, unlike the first MCO, where the majority favoured their sentiment
score. Unlike MCO.1, MCO.2 had more negative tweet interaction and lowered positive
sentiment scores, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. MCO.2 polarity versus day. Polarity is presented on the y-axis, and day is shown on the x-axis.
The blue circles indicate the data points. The size of these circles indicates the number of tweets
published during that period. Precisely, a larger circle corresponds to a more significant number of
tweets. The red line indicates the rolling mean polarity calculations, and the expanding mean polarity
calculations are represented by the yellow line.

Fig. 4 shows that most of the sentiment is positive, with scores ranging between (0, 0.4). Aside
from the majority of the positive score, positive sentiment presented a significant increase with
higher subjectivity to reach a positive score of more than (0.8). A notable trend was also
observed for negative sentiment, especially in its overall distribution (between 0, -0.2) and
negative score (reaching -0.6). The rolling mean indicated that the positive sentiment was
maintained between (0.1, 0.3) across all days, whereas the expanding mean indicated that the
positive sentiment score was maintained at 0.1.
4.3 Third Lockdown
MCO.3 was implemented at the beginning of May 2021, with the first two weeks occurring
between 12-5-2021 and 25-5-2021. Table 6 presents the sentiment analysis results for these
two weeks.
Period

Total

Total
Day 1
542 300
Day 2
497 256
Day 3
429 218
Day 4
297 130
Day 5
363 162
Day 6
468 229
Day 7
473 275
MCO 3 (W1) 3 069 1 570

Table 6. Third Lockdown Statistics.
Positive
Negative
Neutral Subjectivity Score
Mean Variance Total Mean Variance Total Mean Variance
0.371 0.056
56 -0.227 0.043
186 0.378
0.099
0.419 0.062
57 -0.220 0.026
184 0.378
0.110
0.396 0.062
49 -0.199 0.020
162 0.368
0.104
0.308 0.041
43 -0.230 0.044
124 0.357
0.098
0.319 0.044
46 -0.217 0.026
155 0.334
0.099
0.334 0.043
56 -0.212 0.034
183 0.344
0.095
0.299 0.048
57 -0.176 0.019
141 0.366
0.074
0.354 0.054
364 -0.211 0.030
1 135 0.362
0.097
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Day 8
419 195
Day 9
373 186
Day 10
341 170
Day 11
999 378
Day 12
439 189
Day 13
379 186
Day 14
490 243
MCO 3 (W2) 3 440 1 547

0.346
0.327
0.335
0.301
0.300
0.339
0.288
0.316

0.043
0.040
0.045
0.044
0.037
0.050
0.042
0.043

70
44
48
229
71
46
63
571

-0.167
-0.247
-0.183
-0.256
-0.203
-0.228
-0.212
-0.224

0.018
0.072
0.017
0.044
0.039
0.037
0.038
0.039

154
143
123
392
179
147
184
1 322
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0.362
0.371
0.363
0.381
0.345
0.365
0.343
0.364

0.093
0.095
0.087
0.102
0.099
0.100
0.089
0.096

Table 6 shows that the total sentiment in MCO.3 is far lower than that in MCO.1 and MCO.2.
Upon implementing the lockdown, most of the sentiment (n=542) was observed on day 1 of
the first week (12-5-2021). The majority of the tweets published on this day were positive
(n=300), followed by neutral (n=186), and then negative (n=56). During the first week, the
highest mean positive sentiment was observed on day 2 (0.419), whereas the highest mean
negative sentiment was observed on day 7 (-0.176). Sentiment subjectivity mainly was
observed on days 1 and 2 with a mean of 0.378. The sentiment for the first week was mostly
positive (n=1570) with a mean of 0.354, followed by neutral (n=1135) and negative (n=364)
with a mean of -0.211. Meanwhile, the subjectivity for the first week had a mean of 0.362. A
higher sentiment was reported in the second week (n=3,440), with the majority of the tweets
expressing positive sentiment (n=1,547) with a mean of 0.316, followed by neutral (n=122)
and negative (n=571) with a mean of -0.224. Fig. 5. presents the polarity scores recorded
throughout MCO.3.

Fig. 5. MCO.3 polarity versus day. Polarity is presented on the y-axis, and day is shown on the x-axis.
The blue circles indicate the data points. The size of these circles is determined by the number of tweets
published during that period. A larger circle corresponds to a more significant number of tweets. The
red line indicates the rolling mean polarity calculations, and the expanding mean polarity calculations
are represented by the yellow line.
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Fig. 5 shows that the majority of the sentiment is positive, with scores ranging between (0,
0.50) and that the subjectivity score of positive sentiment reaches up to 1.00. The negative
sentiment polarity mainly was between (0, -0.25), and its subjectivity score reached -0.75. The
rolling mean indicated that the positive sentiment on most days ranged between (0.01, 0.25),
whereas the negative sentiment ranged between (-0.01, -0.12). The expanding mean for all
days ranged between (0, 0.15).
4.4 Summary
Each wave of lockdowns reported different levels of sentiment. In MCO.1, 48.27% of the
tweets had positive polarity scores, 17.31% had negative scores, and 34.40% had neutral
scores. In MCO.2, 47.06% of the tweets had positive polarity scores, 15.22% had negative
scores, and 37.71% had neutral scores. In MCO.3, 47.88% had positive polarity scores,
14.36% had negative scores, and 37.74% had neutral scores. The subjectivity of these tweets
ranged between (0.05, 0.15) in MCO.1, between (0, 0.2) in MCO.2, and between (0, 25) in
MCO.3. MCO.2 and MCO.3 were highly similar, as reflected in the closeness of their
subjectivity scores.

5. Sentiment Topic Modeling
Determining the closeness of the main topics discussed across different MCOs is critical. If no
similarities are detected, the concerns surrounding each MCO warrant further discussion. To
this end, LDA was performed using the Gensim library. The number of suitable topics for each
MCO should be determined in this process. The three lockdown measures discussed in
previous sections were split into three independent datasets. Using the Gensim library, the
coherence scores for each model were computed, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Coherence Score

For MCO.1, LDA modeling was run against 50 topics and returned 38 topics with the highest
coherence value of 0.5276, as shown in Fig. 6. For MCO.2 and MCO.3, fewer topics were
retrieved given the variations in data. Specifically, MCO.2 and MCO.3 had two topics with CS
scores of 0.4669 and 0.4809, respectively. All coherence scores and topic representations are
presented in the Appendix. Fig. 7 gives examples of the main topics being discussed in
MCO.1.
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Fig. 3. Topics Example

In all lockdown periods, it was observed that positive sentiment was far more than others. It
was followed by both neutrals and negative, which applies to all cases. The topics discussed in
all MCOs are listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Main Topics in all MCOs
MCO-1 (18-03-2020 until 31-03-2020)
Topic
Latent Topics Discussed
1
stayathome,message,listen,important,advice,clear,simple,coronavirus,view,share
stayathome,quarantine,coronavirus,quarantinelife,stayhome,bored,quedateencasa,selfquaranti
2
ne,tiktok,selfisolation
3
work,home,stayathome,team,hard,workfromhome,office,tip,continue,workingfromhome
stayathome,lockdown,quaratinelife,covidiot,lockdownnow,church,lock,retweet,sundaythough
4
t,god
5
stayathome,read,book,check,find,story,great,list,write,share
6
coronacrisis,pay,money,business,government,job,due,company,support,employee
7
world,save,country,pray,rest,human,nation,life,trueislam,TRUE
8
stayathome,thelockdown,man,give,staysafe,win,chance,woman,tuesdaythought,guy
9
stayathome,share,art,fun,post,enjoy,idea,photo,picture,create
10
watch,play,video,game,movie,show,live,netflix,tv,youtube
11
virus,corona,coronavirus,spread,stop,pandemic,fight,outbreak,control,prevent
stayathome,staysafe,stayhome,lockdown,coronavirus,covid,corona,stayhealthy,coronalockdo
12
wn,staystrong
13
good,stayathome,morning,hope,miss,weekend,night,sunday,friday,great
14
coronacrisis,coronavirus,borisjohnson,coronacrisisuk,coronavirusuk,fact,uk,myth,london,pub
15
order,place,state,travel,issue,close,city,governor,shelterinplace,california
16
stayathome,kitajagakita,break,guy,mco,dudukrumah,malaysia,stayhome,police,fine
17
stay,home,safe,healthy,indoor,save_live,strong,inside,connected,stick
18
stayathome,make,big,great,easy,smile,show,decision,step,bring
19
follow,hand,social_distance,stayathome,practice,wash,social,washyourhand,distance,face
20
eat,make,garden,coffee,drink,enjoy,spring,cook,food,recipe
21
stayathome,call,talk,run,ve,hear,question,gon,lot,turn
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

kid,child,school,india,parent,learn,student,jantacurfew,pm,teacher
free,online,link,learn,join,offer,check,visit,virtual,website
love,family,friend,stayathome,happy,send,today,mother,day,mum
people,die,put,risk,stop,fuck,understand,young,kill,selfish
case,italy,coronavirus,death,number,test,update,report,total,country
coronacrisis,crisis,pandemic,government,lead,global,response,action,act,leadership
amp,health,care,community,support,public,protect,safety,continue,service
stayathome,thing,life,people,happen,bad,change,situation,back,live
stayathome,house,walk,leave,dog,cat,room,girl,wear,baby
day,stayathome,today,start,hour,tomorrow,sleep,plan,minute,wake
stayathome,feel,isolation,selfisolation,bit,mind,find,positive,fear,calm
coronacrisis,trump,realdonaldtrump,coronavirus,president,american,china,lie,america,mediu
33
m
34
food,essential,open,close,shop,buy,local,delivery,store,service
stayathome,flattenthecurve,part,stopthespread,word,tweet,twitter,washyourhand,beat,encoura
35
ge
36
live,music,challenge,song,exercise,join,via_youtube,video,workout,listen
37
nhs,hospital,staff,care,doctor,worker,support,medical,patient,hero
38
week,stayathome,year,back,end,long,wait,month,move,start
MCO-2 (13-1-2021 until 26-1-2021)
Topic
Latent Topics Discussed
1
week, life, stayathome, back, walk, lot, ve, give, bit, fun
2
amp, family, friend, share, hospital, mask, care, staff, nhs, face
MCO-3 (12-5-2021 until 25-5-2021)
Topic
Latent Topics Discussed
stayathome, mansbestfriend, stayhome_teeshirt, shirt, print, tees_gt, monster, mountain,
1
fashion, sleeve
2
people, amp, kerajaangagal, watch, friend, rakyat, govt, run, talk, remember

The sentiment analysis topic modeling results across all lockdown waves are discussed as
follows:
• The discussions during MCO.1 were related to staying at home, quarantine and
lockdown as reflected in the keywords [Stayathome, quarantine, quarantinelife,
stayhome, selfquarantine, selfisolation, stayathome, quaratinelife, lockdownnow,
staysafe, stayathome, staysafe, stayhome, coronalockdown, staystrong,
stayathome], the implementation of lockdowns, travel restrictions, fines and other
measures [Government, message, listen, important, control, prevent, state, travel,
close, city, governor, police, fine, government, lead, global, response, action,
flattenthecurve], the reactions of people to measures for curbing COVID-19,
maintaining hygiene and social distancing [social_distance, wash, washyourhand,
health, care, washyourhand], the activities performed by people before the
lockdown (e.g. going to schools and offices) and how they transitioned to online
and work-from-home settings [team, hard, workfromhome, office, continue,
workingfromhome, employee, kid, child, school, learn, student, teacher, online,
learn, join, virtual, website, plan], how people coped up with being stuck inside
their homes and which activities to perform to kill time and maintain their
emotional and psychological health [read, book, story, great, list, write, share, art,
fun, post, enjoy, idea, watch, play, video, game, movie, show, live, netflix, tv, cook,
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food, recipe, youtube, make, garden, enjoy, workout] and praying for the country,
the need for citizens to stick together during such difficult times and the important
role of frontliners [hospital, staff, care, medical, worker, hero, world, save,
country, pray, rest, human, nation, life, save_live, strong, inside, connected, stick,
stopthespread].
• MCO.2 had fewer topics compared with MCO.1. The discussions during this
period mainly revolved around the importance of staying at home [stayathome,
family] and observing health measures [mask, care, staff, face].
• The discussions in MCO.3 primarily focused on the government and staying at
home [Stayathome, stayhome, govt].

6. Discussion
The topic modelling and sentiment analysis results highlighted the continuity of positive
public sentiments across all lockdown waves. Most of the discussions during these lockdowns
favoured the stay-at-home policies implemented by the government. They stressed the
importance of taking preventive measures in curbing the spread of COVID-19 and protecting
people from emotional burdens while they are stuck inside their homes. Despite the polarity
trend scores, mostly positive followed by neutral and negative, the above results may be
subject to potential bias, which is understandable given the nature of online social media
platforms or online users who may be unable or scared to express their ideas or feelings.
Concerning the topic modeling results, given the differences in the number of tweets published
during each wave, different topics were generated in each lockdown, with MCO.1 having the
most number of topics and MCO.2 and MCO.3 having only two topics each. The number of
these topics was determined based on coherence scores and was evaluated accordingly.
However, these scores purely rely on numerical relationships in word occurrences, and their
quality is not in line with what is expected from the model. Therefore, obtaining an optimal
model is challenging even with a high CS. In this case, different attempts were made with
various topics and scenarios until a final set of topics that shared a common theme across time
was obtained. Most of the topics discussed across all lockdown waves were related to the
importance of lockdowns and staying at home. These findings were expected given that people
are generally supportive of the government's decisions and are willing to abide by the rules to
reduce the burden placed on hospitals and other medical institutions.

7. Conclusion
The experiments reported in this article aimed to understand the public sentiment and the
topics under discussion across the different lockdown waves in Malaysia during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Unlike previous studies that only focused on a particular lockdown, the
experimental results in this work revealed that even with the continuity of lockdown measures
implemented by the government in Malaysia, the sentiments expressed on Twitter were
primarily positive, followed by neutral and negative. Results also highlighted how different
topics were presented in each lockdown and their main associated keywords. These findings
can aid governments in understanding public sentiment and formulating preventive measures
that can protect the safety of their citizens and tend to their most pressing problems at times of
crisis. They may also refer to these findings when designing digital interventions and
formulating policies to improve people's reactions to future emergencies. These findings also
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support previous studies, which confirm that public sentiment towards lockdown measures is
generally positive, followed by neutral and negative. Although this study offers valuable
insights, some limitations must be noted. Firstly, different tweets were used to generate topics
for each lockdown period, leading to considerable differences in the number of topics
generated for each wave. Future works should utilize a more balanced dataset to ensure
fairness in their sentiment analysis. Secondly, the sentiment analysis in this work was mainly
lexicon-based. Future studies should use intelligent tools and approaches, including huge
language models and machine learning algorithms. Thirdly, this study only focused on public
sentiment in Malaysia during lockdowns. Future studies may study public sentiment before
and after lockdowns and compare the results across countries implementing the same number
of lockdown measures.
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